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How to use your camera

A no nonsense hands on guide to learning photography basics.

I have been paid to take photographs from the age of 14 and, being 
dyslexic, words were never my thing. I learnt from a hands-on approach 
and experimentation.

After teaching 1-2-1 lessons in the Lake District and the occasional group 
workshop I have realised that I am not alone in this learning style. So let’s 
move away from all the numbers and learn by doing and having fun!

This book aims to teach you how to use your Shutter Speed, Aperture  
& ISO effectively through experiments, text, infographics, and online videos 
on my YouTube channel.

I will be asking you to change settings that we’re yet to cover, don’t worry 
about it, you don’t need to know what they do yet, just experiment and  
have fun!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2DmczqYvTtg&list=PLuvhFLsAUNOfR3gntngTNxU1A_oZTZAOU&index=2&t=0s
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Shutter Speed

Shutter Speed, is simply the length of time the camera shutter is open,  
or how long we take a photograph for. This has an effect on the brightness  
of your photograph and also in creating dramatic effects by either 
freezing or blurring motion. The longer the shutter is open, the brighter the 
photograph will be. Think of it like a garden hose, the longer you leave the 
water running, the more water will come out of it, even though you’ve not 
changed how fast the tap is running or how wide the hose is!

However, the longer the shutter is open, the more blurred the image  
might be!
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Some Experiments

EXPERIMENT 1

Ideally whilst using a tripod, and with ‘Live View’ on if your camera has 
it (the screen on the back of your camera). Put your camera into Manual 
mode and head outside to a garden tap, an inside one will do too!

Switch on ‘Live View’ if you have it. If not, take a photo and view it after 
each time you adjust your Shutter Speed. 

Whatever setting your camera is on will be our starting Shutter Speed.  
If the image is too dark, make your Shutter Speed slower until the image is 
correct. If it’s too bright, make your Shutter Speed faster until the image is 
correct.

1. Turn the tap on so that it’s dripping quickly but not a constant flow of 
water. Take a photograph. If your Shutter Speed is fast you will see 
each droplet of water. If your Shutter Speed is slow you’ll see a smooth 
line of water, the droplets blurring together.

2. Now set your Shutter Speed as fast as it will go, some cameras go to 
1/8,000th of a second! Your image will be very sharp but probably 
very dark too. Don’t worry, to rectify this change your ISO button to a 
higher number until the image is correct. Now take another photograph. 
If your ISO is as high as possible but the photo is still dark, don’t worry, 
simply reduce your Shutter Speed until it looks correct.

3. Now, let’s go the other way. Change your ISO to the lowest number. 
Adjust your Shutter Speed so it looks correct again and take a photo. 
Continue to play with these settings and you will see the difference 
Shutter Speed makes.

Note: A tripod would be great for this.
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EXPERIMENT 2

Photograph some cars driving past. Keep changing the Shutter Speed, 
again adjusting your ISO to make sure your image isn’t too bright or too 
dark. Not only will you notice the cars start to blur at a certain Shutter 
Speed, you will also discover the ‘10% Rule’ taking effect and how steady 
your camera holding skills are!

THE 10% RULE

A simple rule that says whatever size lens you’re using, your Shutter Speed 
number should be 10% higher to avoid camera shake from your own body 
movement. For example, look for the ‘mm’ number on your lens - if your lens 
says 50mm, your Shutter Speed should be no slower than 1/60th of  
a second. 

Zoom lenses will have several ‘mm’ numbers on them and a marker to tell 
you which ‘mm’ you’re on.

Don’t Worry 
If you’re not sure what your focal length is, look on your lens and it will have a ‘mm’ number. 
Zoom lens will have several numbers on them and a marker to tell you which ‘mm’ you’re on.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKFYIi9y3oE&list=PLuvhFLsAUNOfR3gntngTNxU1A_oZTZAOU&index=3&t=0s
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Aperture

Aperture is probably the trickiest setting to understand but it also has some 
of the most dramatic effects on your photographs. 

In simple terms the Aperture refers to the size of the opening in your 
lens through which light enters the camera. If you’ve ever ordered a new 
window, the opening in it is called an Aperture. Just like a window the 
bigger the Aperture, the more light is let in during the time the shutter is 
open (Shutter Speed).

Likewise, your eye’s aperture is decided by your iris. When it’s dark, your 
eyes open up and your iris is thin - we could say it’s a small number. When 
it’s bright in the summer sun, your iris closes up, and gets thicker - we could 
say that’s a large number.

Aperture also controls how much is in focus at any given time, this is called 
the Depth of Field. The more light we let in, the larger the Aperture hole, 
the less will be in focus in our photo. On the other hand if we let less light  
in by setting the Aperture to a smaller lens hole, the more will be in focus.

Apertures are measured in something called an ‘F-Stop’. Somewhat 
confusingly, the smaller the ‘F-Stop’ number (e.g. F2.8) = the larger the 
Aperture hole. And, the larger the F-Stop number (e.g. F16) = the smaller 
the Aperture hole. While you don’t need to worry about that too much it’s 
good to know that each ‘F-Stop’ doubles how much light is let in through 
the lens.
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Some Experiments

EXPERIMENT 1

1. Line up several objects on a table or on the floor and stagger them  
so they are evenly placed side to side and front to back.

2. Set up your photograph so your objects fill the entire photo from  
left to right.

3. Set your Aperture to the smallest number, this might be F1.4, F2.8 or 
even F4. Remember, the smaller ‘F-Stop’ number = the largest Aperture 
and therefore the most light. If your Image looks too bright or dark, alter 
your ISO and/or Shutter Speed to correct it.

4. Focus on the object closest to you, take a photo. Focus on the second 
object and take a photo. Continue until all objects have been 
photographed.

5. Look at the images and see how blurred either side of the object is. 
Notice how the focus moves with each photograph.

6. Repeat the above, but this time using your largest ‘F-Stop’ number, 
this might be F8 or F16. Remember, the largest ‘F-Stop’ number = the 
smallest Aperture and therefore the least light. Again if your image looks 
too dark or bright, alter your ISO and/or Shutter Speed to correct it.

7. Play around with all the Apertures in between to see how it effects 
what’s in focus. 

Note: A tripod would be great for this.

Don’t Forget 
Aperture affects how much light comes through the lens at any given time as well.  
You will need to change your ISO and Shutter Speed. Have a play and see what happens. 
There is no harm in experimenting.
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EXPERIMENT 2

Repeat Experiment 1 using a different lens, or a zoom lens if you have one. 
Zoom all the way in (or use your longer lens) and see how zooming-in 
exaggerates what is in or out of focus even more!

Don’t Worry 
If you only have the one lens, and can’t zoom, just play around and see what happens.  
Get artsy! You know you want to!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDbs5k7pMx8&list=PLuvhFLsAUNOfR3gntngTNxU1A_oZTZAOU&index=4&t=0s
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ISO

Your ISO (sometimes called ASA) is a measurement of how sensitive we 
make the camera towards light. Camera’s will typically go down to a low 
sensitivity of 50 or 100 which you would use this if it’s very bright outside.  
An ISO of 1600 or higher would be used if you’re in the dark. 

It’s important to know that the bigger the number and more sensitive we 
make our cameras, the more grainy and ‘noisy’ the image will become,  
as we push technology to it’s limits.

History Lesson

Back in the day when photography started, photographers carted, with 
actual horse and cart, darkrooms with them. Photographs were taken on 
glass sheet covers in the photographers own chemicals that would react  
to light. Each photographer would know the sensitivity of their chemicals 
and therefore what settings to use.

As technology advanced and film became common place, camera 
operators and manufacturers needed to know and trust the sensitivity of the 
film. The International Standards Authority was asked to help standardise 
this across the marketplace and so the ISO rating of film was created.  
The American Standards Authority, also did this and so ASA was made 
(quite rare but some cameras still reference this).

As digital cameras became more and more mainstream the term has stayed 
the same.
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Some Experiments

EXPERIMENT

Get your photos on your computer or tablet, we’re going to take a look  
at them!

Look through the photographs you have taken so far. Most editing programs 
will tell you what settings the photograph was taken with. Have a look at 
each one and zoom in so you can see the grain on the photos. As you 
do, look at the ISO number and notice how the higher the ISO the more 
sensitive to light it is, the more the image is grainy and full of background 
noise. 

Remember, noise isn’t bad, it’s a part of life, especially in photography. 

You can use it artistically to add feeling and grit to your images. 

Check out my YouTube videos where I do this A LOT!

Don’t Worry 
If you can’t see a difference because in the photos you’ve taken so far because the ISO 
hasn’t changed much, don’t worry - go out and play around. Push the ISO as high and low 
as you can! Then come back and take a look again.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDU31CCoGOA&list=PLuvhFLsAUNOfR3gntngTNxU1A_oZTZAOU&index=5&t=0s
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Shutter Speed, Aperture & ISO

So by now you know how to change each setting and have begun to 
understand the role each setting plays. Don’t worry if you’re still not sure, just 
keep playing and experimenting. Eventually it will become second nature 
and you’ll love photography even more! The exposure triangle opposite 
shows the relationship between the three elements.

Possibly the hardest part of using Manual mode is deciding which setting 
should take priority over the others. As we can see from our experiments 
and looking at the photos we’ve taken, every setting we change affects 
another setting. Below is the order I think about when shooting in Manual 
mode.

1. How much do I need in focus? This decides my Aperture.

2. How fast is my subject moving? Do I want it still or blurred?  
This decides my Shutter Speed.

3. After these decisions are made, I will know how sensitive to light my 
camera needs to be. This decides what my ISO should be.

REMEMBER THEN

Shutter Speed = how long the hole in your lens is open for.

Aperture = how large the hole in your lens is.

ISO / ASA = how sensitive your camera is to light.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pYh2H7kO0N8&list=PLuvhFLsAUNOfR3gntngTNxU1A_oZTZAOU&index=6&t=0s
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